A Policy Agenda for Changing our Relationship with Consumption
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Abstract

In this *Government Initiatives* contribution, we present policy recommendations made available to the Scottish Government on how to change Scottish consumers’ relationships with material goods and so contribute to its greenhouse gas emissions targets. Rather than focusing on the individual actions of consumers, we discuss how the underlying neoliberal political narrative must be addressed as it creates the conditions in which invidious materialism can occur. We then propose an alternative conceptualization of marketing that would harness marketing tools and concepts to help build connections between people and stimulate demand for pro-environmental, prosocial, consumption. This function stands in contrast to marketing acting in a way that contributes to the fragmentation of society and degradation of our planet. A series of controls on marketing are then outlined, which seek to facilitate changes to current dominant consumption narratives including using material input labelling as a mechanism to restrict unethical marketing practices. Overall, these ideas represent a more interventionist perspective, but one that we deem necessary when considered against the scale of the task now facing humanity in avoiding catastrophic climate change.
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1. Introduction

The discipline of Marketing has been rightfully criticized for stimulating novel, repeated, and wasteful consumption, a fundamental cause of anthropogenic climate change and the unsustainable exploitation of the earth’s resources (Stocker, 2014). Marketing is ‘the management process responsible for identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer requirements profitably’ (Chartered Institute of Marketing, 2016) Yet as currently practiced, it often sanctions and spurs the expansion of consumption and does so in a way that can develop an invidious materialism (Ger and Belk, 1999; Page, 1992). Invidious materialism imbues social interactions where spending, status and group memberships become defined by what, where, how and with whom you consume (Shukla, 2008), rather than on intrinsic relationships, the skills one possesses or what one does. In addition to the environmental damage to which such materialism contributes (Black and Cherrier, 2010), research has for some time noted that increasing consumption after a certain point does not necessarily increase our levels of happiness (Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) and instead contributes to decreases in social and personal wellbeing (Badot and Cova, 2008; Shultz and Holbrook, 1999).

Typically, individuals are seen as possessing the agency to respond to the product offerings constructed by marketers and actively choose what, where and how to consume (Ellen et al., 1991; Leary et al., 2014; Vicente-Molina et al., 2013). Following this logic, policy interventions aimed at addressing the link between consumer consumption and climate change (rather than sustainability) predominantly focus on persuading the consumer to consume differently (Prothero et al., 2010).

In this Government Initiatives contribution, we highlight policy recommendations available to the Scottish Government (Black et al., 2015) on how it may help to change its citizens’ relationship with material goods and contribute to it attaining its stringent greenhouse gas emissions targets (Scottish Government, 2016). We argue that government policy must also address the underlying neoliberal economic narrative that shapes the conditions in which excessive consumer demand is repeatedly stimulated, rather than relying on individuals to act counter to the dominant narrative and systemic structures. Public policy must also more actively control marketing practices in order to
rebalance the public’s need for goods and services with our planet’s ability to provide these sustainably.

We outline a policy agenda that proposes changes to the language and policy priorities of government that can redefine this narrative to one where environmental harmony, society building, greater equality, and participation – rather than passive consumption – are the fundamental goals. Having suggested changes to some of the conditions under which marketing is practiced, we propose using Badot et al.’s (1993) alternative conceptualization of this discipline, drawing on their description of as *marketing as societing*. This definition appropriates marketing tools and concepts so that rather than contributing to the fragmentation of society and degradation of our planet marketing is cast as a facilitating activity that builds connections between us and stimulates demand for pro-environmental and prosocial consumption. To aid these areas, and in support of calls from other authors, controls on marketing practices are also outlined (Harris et al., 2009; Schor, 2004). Overall, these interventions are capable of stimulating demand for sustainable forms of consumption by helping to redefine societal and individual notions of ownership, bolstering broader definitions of prosperity (Jackson, 2011). Together, we recommend this more interventionist approach as a way of balancing appropriate consumer needs with our planet and society’s ability to satisfy them sustainably.

2. Consumption Narrative

Narratives are connected stories that effectively transfer and share cultural meaning; narratives help us construct our understanding of reality or ‘how things work’ (Bruner, 1991) Narratives occur over time, have a sequence, are about people acting in a particular setting and are based on events that are ethically important. The preeminence of a neoliberal political and economic narrative across the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and elsewhere has existed for over three decades (Centeno and Cohen, 2012). It is based on valorisation of private rather than public control of the supply of goods and services as a mechanism for increasing wealth (equated with welfare) and is supported by promoting the rights of the individual over
the collective (Black et al., 2015; Centeno and Cohen, 2012; Hardin, 2009). Crucially, it states that what you possess demonstrates your success and who you are (Black et al., 2015). The market supports this individualism by providing the symbolic resources required to construct and reconstruct self-identity through our possessions and experiences (Arnould and Thompson, 2005). A necessary condition for high levels of material consumption is the availability of credit so that the desire to consume is supported with the ability to do so. Hence, through light touch regulation, banks are able to make consumer credit widely available through personal loans, credit cards, equity release schemes and more recently, capital from pensions (Ivanova, 2011). In addition, planning laws are redesigned to promote out-of-town shopping centers where the desire and financial means to consume are matched with the availability of goods, albeit often at the expense of the city centers in which people used to live.

Across society, this narrative replicated and extended itself, based on the story that in the 1970s wasteful, inefficient state-run organizations were holding society back and needed to be replaced by vigorous and effective private ownership. Over time, this logic was extended from electricity, water, and sewerage services to include banks, health services and prisons. The narrative purports that living wages, environmental protection, and health and safety protections for workers are costs that drive up prices for the consumer and the market should decide such issues.

Government’s support and implement narratives in two main ways: the first by enacting enabling legislation, and the second by expressing the doctrine through speeches, interviews, press releases and public service announcements/advertising (Harvey, 2007). In the case of the neoliberal narrative, Brown (1997) goes as far as to suggest that its effect has been so profound as to have reversed strongly held societal positions. For example, greed has moved from being a “deadly sin” to a lauded trait and high levels of personal debt have become normalized rather than being a source of shame.

We contend here that before governments can seek to change unsustainable consumption behaviors and practices, they must first address the neoliberal narrative of ‘how things work’ in our society since it is this narrative that drives individualistic consumption and invidious materialism. We contend that if government legislation and
communication supported the importance of collective ownership and participation as a symbolic resource, then marketers would reframe their activities in accordance with the ‘new’ landscape which in turn would help reduce overconsumption.

3. Changing the Language of Government

As an important initial step, changes are required to the language used by governments and governance. The language used in speeches, press releases, tenders or specific social marketing communications frames government intentions and frames their vision of how a country should develop. Table 1 sets out some suggestions for specific changes that might slow replication of the neoliberal narrative.

Table 1: Proposed changes to the language of government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROMOTE</th>
<th>REPLACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared ownership</td>
<td>Privatization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosperity</td>
<td>Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>Exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
<td>Wants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdependence</td>
<td>Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enough</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>Individual ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Greed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>Monetary wealth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the language of government changes, the work of Abelson et al. (1968) on cognitive consistency (where we attempt to match what we think with what we do), suggests it becomes easier to restrict the marketing of personally and socially damaging products whilst also simultaneously promoting and allocating funds to pro-social and pro-environmental activities.

4. From Manipulator to Facilitator

Whilst acknowledging the negative aspects of marketing, we also view the techniques and skills of marketing as capable of encouraging a different relationship with consumption and consumer goods. In short, the issue lies not with marketing as a discipline *per se*, but in how it is currently practiced and to what end. In exploring how different forms of consumption can lead to marketing being conceptualized in a facilitative role, Kate Soper’s work on alternative hedonism is offered here. This work calls for a reconsideration of the dominant understanding of the ‘good life’ and points to a means to reconnect humans with the pleasures of consuming differently (Soper, 2007; Soper, 2008; Soper, 2009). Distinct from messages to limit consumption (Connolly and Prothero, 2003), alternative hedonism seeks a refocusing to the intrinsic pleasures of consuming differently, such as slowing down, contemplation, relaxation, sharing, and doing (Soper, 2008). It calls for individuals and groups to look beyond quick and easy consumer fixes, to acknowledge the limits of the market in terms of fulfilling personal pleasure and collective wellbeing (Soper, 2013) and to consider the civic dimension of the label ‘consumer’ (Soper, 2005).

Whilst it is not suggested that such changes will be without perceived sacrifices in terms of currently prevailing notions of pleasure and convenience, it argues that gains will outweigh losses both individually and collectively. A contrast between this approach and more common current market offerings can be seen where solutions to a lack of time are offered (for example, pre-packaged food, cars), but in doing so inexpensive pleasures are forgone (such as preparing and sharing a meal and walking) (Soper, 2008). In other examples of this alternative form of consuming, public spaces given
over to gardens can invite reconnection with nature and relaxation without market-based purchasing, so encouraging people to slow down and reflect.

This alternative form of consumption can be supported by an alternative conceptualization of marketing—*Marketing as Societing*. Badot et al. (1993) introduced this reformulation through the concept of societing which means either to ‘put in the society’ or ‘to make society’ (Badot and Cova, 1992, 2008). In societing, ‘the company is not a simple economic actor who adapts to the market, but a social actor embedded in the societal context’ (Badot et al. 1993, p. 51). The logic of ‘marketing to’ is replaced by the logic of ‘marketing with’ and in practice this may mean pricing to constrain rather than to stimulate sales. This would require targeted measures to avoid creating a regressive regime that would affect the poorest the most. Marketing ‘with’ would also include adapting legal frameworks to privilege socially-orientated companies and investment in sustainable production.

This approach invites both companies and citizens to consider collaborative consumption practices that promote exchange and the circulation of value among consumers. It attributes relevance to sharing and giving, and it highlights the significance of production created by consumers. Through collaborative and societal practices such as sharing, gifting, and prosumption, alternatives are provided to current forms of buying and ownership (Botsman and Rogers, 2010) whereby our relations with possessions become more liquid (Bardhi and Eckhardt, 2012) and increase feelings of solidarity (Botsman and Rogers, 2010).

We recommend that marketing educators embrace ‘societing’ as a central concept and set the goal of using the tools of marketing to help ‘make society’ (Badot and Cova, 1992). The different forms of consumption and marketing described have the potential to reduce negative impacts on the physical environment, society, and individuals. This paper now offers local and national policy interventions designed to provide some of the resources (physical and psychological space, time, skills) that could enable alternative hedonism and control current marketing practices to encourage marketing as societing.

5. Controlling Marketing
Policy makers have a range of levers including prohibition, tax incentives and procurement preferences that they can use to incentivize or dissuade certain behaviours. Overall, to control marketing, we believe that governments should take a more direct interventionist approach which includes banning practices rather than relying on self-regulation. However, in some ideas proposed in this section such as packaging design and material recovery use of this broader suite of options will be appropriate.

We support calls to control marketing (Harris et al., 2009; Schor, 2004) when it seeks to manipulate and encourage instead its use as a facilitator. We suggest that beyond a ban on the advertising of goods and services to children and other vulnerable groups that a complete ban on the targeting of these groups as consumers is required (this would include, for example, banning in-game advertising and sales offers widely used in computer games). Sponsorship arrangements between sporting, cultural and community groups and socially and personally damaging products like alcohol, gambling and high sugar drinks and should be mandated against. Control should also be enacted over the amount and size of advertising allowed in civic and shared spaces.

Where the self-regulation of advertising exists (such as in the United Kingdom and Australia) we recommend moving instead to a fully co-regulated system. This change should also include adding ‘Does not undermine sense of personal or social self’ as a key principle to which marketing communications must adhere.

Many of the other supported restrictions on marketing are to be found in the existing sustainability literature. In particular, ensuring lifecycle analysis and input/output assessments are performed and reported on products acts to create transparency for the consumer and restrict unethical practices by organisations. Hence we support material input labelling (Maxwell and Van der Vorst, 2003) and believe it should be mandated and include full information regarding the resources used to make a product and the waste products produced. If this takes up space on the packaging and reduces the area available for potentially misleading claims (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003) and makes the product less attractive, then we consider this an additional benefit. Producers should be made legally responsible for end-of-life disposal and recovery of increasing percentages of materials across a range of durable goods (i.e. IT, cars, white
goods, furniture). This will encourage design for the environment processes including design for disassembly (Arnette et al., 2014).

Packaging waste should be treated as a design flaw (Stahel, 2010) and accordingly it should be the producer’s responsibility, not that of the consumer or the municipal council who currently deal with the rubbish it creates and the degradation of community spaces. To encourage packaging return, reuse, and re-manufacture, as is mandated in Germany (D P G, 2016), uniform bottle and container sizes should be introduced, as should container deposit legislation. Uniform sizes allow for simpler return and reuse as they do not have to be sorted by manufacturer and brand.

Local and national planning regulations should prioritize local and urban centres as places to live, work, play, congregate, and shop, giving priority to local, circular economies where local multiplier effects are seen in terms of economic and relationship benefits. The sales of individually and socially damaging goods should be banned from schools, libraries and other community-owned spaces. What constitutes a damaging ‘good’ could be determined by an independent organisation constituted to fulfill the principles of deliberative policy making so comprising of both ‘experts’ and citizens (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003).

Prices must include the full cost of producing, maintaining and disposing of goods throughout their life cycles (Munksgaard et al., 2005). Crucially, this will involve fully accounting for the cost of the pollution created across these stages. This will go beyond just the cost of carbon emissions and include charges for pollution and environmental remediation work required to clean our land, air and water. Fresh impetus must be given to an international, GHG pollution cap and trading schemes. Bulk buy food deals should be restricted as they encourage faster and more mindless consumption and favour better off consumers with the resources to take advantage of these offers (Areni and Black, 2015).

6. Creating Space for greater Participation

Finally, as the previous ideas have helped create the intellectual space for different ideas and relationships with consumption, we also need to ensure there is the physical and temporal space to allow families and friends to express and participate in
relationship-affirming, collective activities. This must include creating spaces that are physically, socially, culturally and psychologically safe and do not constrain by reinforcing gender roles nor favour those with monetary means. To increase participation where different forms of hedonic and participative experiences can be consumed, costs, accessibility, time and skills barriers must be addressed.

For example, for families with lower incomes, television represents one of the few affordable leisure activities when compared to participation in sporting, cultural or artistic activities, which often are associated with financial barriers to entry (such as entrance fees or the cost of equipment). It should be a goal of local and national government to ensure community participation should be cheaper than, or comparable to, participation in passive isolating activities such as watching television and the pro-consumption advertisements that pervade this medium.

7. Conclusions

This paper has outlined ideas for different forms of consumption and participation that may address the many negative environmental, social and personal impacts invidious materialism currently creates. By restricting the neoliberal narrative and by highlighting a different form of marketing to be taught and understood, it highlights how the tools and skills of this discipline can be put to work to build society and help develop and maintain affirming relationships, rather than driving individualism. These messages are then supported by governmental interventions designed to allow people psychological and physical space to explore these different ways of consuming and in particular to increase participation in society building activities.
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